The Right 2 in 1 Application

Application with the AA210 Adapter Tube

1. Take AA210 applicator out of the bag
2. Insert the AA210 into the valve
3. Turn the AA210 clockwise by 90°C
4. Operate trigger for application

Cleaning AA210 adapter tube
Use tubes can not be cleaned.
Use a new tube for further applications.

Application with a Foam Gun

1. Shake the canister at least 20 times before each use and then screw onto the gun
2. Adjust trigger and metering screw on the gun and apply AA005 Conical Adaptor (or similar) to end of foam gun
3. Set the discharge quantity by adjusting the dosing screw and apply the foam in a continuous application
4. Close the dosing screw after application
5. If leaving the canister for short breaks during use, close the nozzle on the gun and store the can vertically
6. Shake the canister a minimum of 20 times before further application
7. Remove hardened foam with a craft knife
8. Apply remaining foam
9. Unscrew the can from the gun

Cleaning the Gun

1. Remove all attachments from the gun and spray the gun valve, nozzle and conical adaptor with the gun cleaner
2. Clean the gun valve, nozzle and conical adaptor with a clean cloth
3. Screw the gun cleaner onto the gun
4. Press the trigger until the cleaner sprays through the nozzle
5. After cleaning, wait for 15 minutes
6. Unscrew the gun cleaner from the gun
7. Repeatedly clean the gun valve, nozzle and conical adaptor with a clean cloth until thoroughly clean

NOTE: For maximum longevity, please use AA291 Multi-Protect Spray